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Sovereign 250kg

CODE SIZE (MM)

S6S1000 1980x880x150
Single

S6SL1000 2030x880x150

S6KS1000 1980x1050x150
King Single

S6KS1000 2030x1050x150

S6EW1000 1980x1150x150
Extra-Wide

S6EWL1000 2030x1150x150

S6D1000 1980x1350x150
Double

S6DL1000 2030x1350x150

S6Q1000 1980x1530x150
Queen

S6QL1000 2030x1530x150

EFFECTIVE SUPPORT LOADING* 30-250KG

WARRANTY** 5-YEAR FOAM CORE WARRANTY

  Hospital Ward Usage  

  Aged Care

  Palliative Care 

  Home Care

The S61000 Sovereign Support Surface is the most advanced, high-performance static support 
surface available on todays medical mattress market. Delivering effective patient immersion, shear 
relief, infection control, durability, patient comfort, nursing support and many other benefits, the 
Sovereign S61000 is the flagship mattress for Acute Care facilities. Developed in conjunction with 
clinical experts to provide versatility and seamlessly integrate within the Acute Care model, the 
Sovereign S61000 is the ultimate static foam support surface for hospital patient care.

PROFILE STABILISING SIDES 

 Enables ease of primary patient care

 Facilitates patient transfers

 Unique hinge points allow mattress to easily conform to varied bed positions

 Encourages central patient positioning

Sovereign S61000
High Care Versatile Support Surface

APPLICATIONS

GEL INFUSED, VISCO-GRADE UPPER COOLING LAYER

 Visco-elastic cell structure provides low-shear surface and effective immersion

 Gel particles work to absorb excessive heat and regulate patient temperature

 Provides enhanced breathability minimising risk of excessive patient heat

 Provides exceptional comfort 

5 REGIONS OF PATIENT CARE  

 Deep immersion region caters for patients at risk of pressure injury

 Foam conforms to AS/NZS 4088.1 (Int):1993 and FMVSS302 & SAE T2002

 Anti-microbial treatment applied to foam maximises longevity and core micro-climate

 Conforms to EPUAP, NPUAP & PPPIA Guidelines for quality and comfort

SLOPED HEEL REGION

 Enhances pressure relief & protection for critical 
at-risk heel region

 Offloads pressure from the patients heels and 
transfers it to calf area

 Unobtrusive, does not require any adjustment, 
suits most patients

ADDITIONAL LAYER OF POSTURAL SUPPORT

 Enhances comfort and support of the patient

ANTI-SHEAR INNER COVER

 Dramatically reduces shearing forces at the patient interface

 Fine stretch Lycra based material is wrinkle free and conforming 
to varied bed positions

   Provides additional protection to the foam core

HIGH-PERFORMANCE, 5 ZONED IMMERSION REGION

 4-Zones of lateral and longitudinal castellations within the immersion 
region cradle the patient and conform to bony prominences

 Dual zoned depth provides postural support

   Open-cell foams freely distribute air and enhance circulation

   Provides reduction of shearing forces at the patient interface

   Ultra-High Performance Foam instantly responds to patient movement 
and repositioning for ease of primary care

HIGH-PERFORMANCE, FIRM BASE LAYER

 Premium Grade Foam for ultimate durability

 Prevents patients from ‘bottoming-out’ and provides 
additional protection for the sacrum region

Supports Patients up to 250kg, Flagship Mattress for Acute Facilities

   COVER  TYPE:                                                                                 
PREMIFLEX ULTRA PRESSURE CARE COVER                                                           

   For more information refer pages 26-27


